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This edited volume is based on the colloquium, »Républiques en miroirs. Le Directoire devant les 

Révolutions atlantiques«, held in Paris in 2008. Its aim is not only to contribute to the on-going 

rehabilitation of the Directory, but to locate the regime within its international context. Overall, the 

volume achieves this, though inevitably some contributions come closer to the mark than others. To an 

extent, this reflects the multiplicity of interactions between the Directory and the World beyond France: 

the variety defies easy categorisation, or moulding into a simple narrative.

Logically, Pierra Serna’s Introduction opens proceedings with a historiographical survey. This 

concludes with some bold observations about the rediscovery not so much of an »Atlantic Revolution« 

as a veritable »Atlantic Republic« in the late eighteenth century. The first substantive chapter, by Mark 

Troper, then proceeds to cast some doubts on this: his piece, on the French Constitution of Year III, is 

ultimately sceptical as to the extent of American influence. Differences on such fundamentals as the 

nature of popular sovereignty precluded meaningful exchange. The direction again changes with Anne 

Verjus’s chapter on »patriarchalism« and paternalism, which identifies major similarities between 

Directorial France and the US: both erected boundaries between public and private, rejecting 

patriarchalism in the former and accepting it as the basis of the latter. Fortunately, the comparative 

approach extends beyond the two great revolutionary republics to encompass other polities. Christine 

Lebeau and Dominique Margairaz, in their joint contribution on the science of government, highlight 

the increasingly professional ethos of those engaged in administration in the 1790s, an ethos that 

spanned European frontiers. Whether this république des administrateurs was trans-Atlantic is less 

clear, and needs to be teased out more.

The Directory was characterised by advances in the nitty-gritty of administration. Nonetheless, it was 

not devoid of its Utopian projects. Bernard Gainot examines some of these, including calls for a 

confederation of nation states as an alternative to a hegemonic French Republic. The triumph of 

pragmatism comes to the fore in Virginie Martin’s piece on republican diplomacy under the Directory. 

By »republican«, she means something distinct from that of the Old Regime, and of the Revolution (to 

1795). The Directory’s diplomats, worked not according to some theoretical republican blueprint, but 

nonetheless were steered by a centre attempting to reinsert the Republic into something akin to the 

European mainstream. The reactivation of old networks, as was the case with the république des 

administrateurs, helped achieve this, though the eventual beneficiary was Bonaparte to whom many 

diplomats switched their allegiance even before Brumaire. The tack is changed again with Marc 

Belissa’s chapter on how the French Directory (or more precisely, republicans within it) viewed the 
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United States. Belissa’s answer is not that well following the Anglo-American Jay Treaty, which many 

in France viewed as a betrayal. For many the US no longer represented a good republican example, 

though hostile mutterings about the American descent into a crypto-monarchical presidential system 

unsurprisingly evaporated after Napoleon took over. US-French exchange also informs the next 

chapter, by Manuela Albertone, who compares thinking on political economy, including notions of an 

agrarian democracy. Here, the flows were more productive, with ideas crossing the Atlantic in both 

directions.

Readers hoping patiently for coverage of the wider world beyond Europe and North America will 

welcome Jeremy Popkin’s chapter on Saint-Domingue. Toussaint Louverture, so Popkin, was no more 

able than the French to envisage the creation of a class of independent black peasant-proprietors in 

place of the great colonial estates. Moving to the mainland, Maria Matilde Benzoni locates the politics 

of the Viceroyalty of New Spain in the late 1790s in the context of Bourbon centralism, and resistance 

to it. As with so many of the contributions, this one is especially concerned with the networks along 

which radical ideas circulated. Vera Cruz, so Benzoni, was the hub in this part of the world, and much 

later the ideas it helped nurture informed the Cadiz Constitution (1812), in whose drafting 

representatives from New Spain played an important role. International networks – of scientists – are 

also central to Jean-Luc Chappey’s chapter on the diffusion of the theories of the Scottish doctor John 

Brown. Brown, who refused to be bound by existing theories, was unsurprisingly rejected by the 

medical establishments of both France and Britain, but his ideas gained acceptance amongst 

practitioners, including in France. The Anglo-French connection also takes centre-stage in Rachel 

Hammersley’s essay on British influence on French constitutional theory, and in particular the impact 

of texts produced during the short-lived Cromwellian Commonwealth.

The crucial area of justice is examined by Hervé Leuwers. Debates in Directorial France over the 

introduction of juries referred to foreign practices, but more as embellishment it seems: far more 

important in shaping policy was the recent French experience, both under the Old Regime and under 

the Revolution. Maïté Bouyssy chapter follows with consideration of Betrand Barère’s »De la pensée 

du gouvernement«, again with emphasis on the paramount importance of his experiences in France in 

shaping his views. The tide flows back in favour of internationalism with a series of contributions on 

foreign radicals. Susanne Lachenicht looks at German exiles in Paris following the collapse of the 

Republic of Mainz, including their musings about the construction of a European federation. Antonino 

de Francecso then handles the Italian patriots, starting with an interesting account of why the older 

historiography has not done them justice. The reassessment that follows emphasises the crucial 

importance of the French Directory in providing the opening for developments in Italy, though without 

denying the importance of native reform traditions. Due attention is also paid to how political factions in 

both France and Italy fed off each other. The reader’s attention is then diverted to Spain, whose 

relationship with directorial France is quite sensibly located within the wider chronological span ending 

in 1808 by Javier Fernández Sebastián. Remarkably, many in Spain appear to have believed that the 

French had regained their religious sense under the Directory. Less astonishing is the conclusion that 

Spanish society became evermore politicised and polarised in these years, with the heightened 
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temperature partly fuelled by smuggled French publications. In political terms, part of what was going 

on in these years was akin to the kind of noble reaction visible in parts of Eastern Europe, or arguably 

France in the pre-revolution. Sebastián ends his essay with an especially illuminating consideration of 

why Spain and its American colonies apparently diverged, politically, over the following decades, 

emphasising the capacity of particular contexts and circumstances to trump shared ideological starting 

points. Annie Jourdan then adds a typically rich chapter on the Batavian Republic, similarly pointing to 

the wider context including, in this case, traumatic setbacks (for the Dutch) in the American War. The 

role of networking, and importance of 1780s Paris as a hub inhabited also by Dutch exiles, is given its 

due. French influences, so Jourdan, were important to the Dutch, but the constitutional blueprint 

adopted by the Batavian Republic nevertheless was a balancing act of adaptation to local conditions. 

Ultan Gillen follows with Irish republican attitudes to the Directory, with the religious issue echoing 

some of the earlier points made by Sebastián on Spain. The emphasis on the internationalism of 

intellectual networks similarly reinforces much of what has preceded: Irish radicals, like their 

counterparts elsewhere, viewed themselves as part of a wider progressive movement that spanned 

Europe and the Atlantic. Finally, Antoine Broussy examines French influences on the Helvetic 

constitution. The reader leaves this chapter struck by the fundamental difference in the point of 

departure for French Thermidorians and Swiss Patriots: the former, desperate to avoid concentration 

of power by a clique claiming a direct popular mandate; the latter, desperate to avoid the return of old 

oligarchs and aristocrats.

To provide a conclusion (or indeed book review) that distils the contents of the preceding chapters is 

no mean task. James Livesey, in his effort, quite rightly stresses the diversity and complexity of the 

different republican principles and practices found across the Euro-Atlantic World in the 1790s – a 

complexity which the older historiography fails to do justice to. For this reader, the volume is especially 

worthy in its account of the interplay between theory and everyday politics against the backdrop of 

differing social contexts, and above all for the amazing density of the networks that do make it 

plausible to speak of an »Atlantic Republic«.
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